Quantitative study of ductal breast cancer progression. Morphometric evaluation of phenotypical changes occurring in benign and preinvasive epithelial lesions.
Fifty-nine cases of Breast Epithelial Proliferative Lesions (BEPL) and Ductal Carcinoma in Situ (DCIS), were studied by image analysis, to evaluate the nuclear changes occurring in the conventional diagnostic categories of ductal hyperplasia, atypical ductal hyperplasia and DCIS with quantitative methods. Diagnosis reproducibility is the main practical problem of these breast lesions. In fact, with subjective methods, the reproducibility appears to be very low and precarious especially for clinical demands. The objective, quantitative evaluation of cell phenotypical changes should be the method for both practical diagnostic problems and study of ductal cancer progression. The distribution pattern of the data in the feature, obtained with quantitative analysis, strongly suggests a continuum of changes, indicating an evolutionary process of Breast Ductal Carcinoma (BDC) progression in its preinvasive stage. Each observed case may be characterised by its own cellular, objective alterations and a progressive trend toward BDC can be stated. Since the actual changes of the proliferative phenotypes can be measured, and the values are reproducible, karyometric measurement may allow an objective grading of individual cases.